Safety Instructions
Please store this instruction manual for future reference.
• WARNING: To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose this apparatus to rain or
moisture. The apparatus shall not be exposed to dripping or splashing and that objects filled with
liquids, such as vases, shall not be placed on
apparatus.
• WARNING: The direct plug-in adapter is used as disconnect device, the disconnect device shall
remain readily operable.

• This lightning flash with arrowhead symbol within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the
user to the presence of non-insulated “dangerous voltage” within the product’s enclosure that may
be of sufficient magnitude to constitute a risk of electric shock.
• WARNING: To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not remove cover (or back) as there are no
user-serviceable parts inside. Refer servicing to qualified personnel.
• The exclamation point within an equilateral triangle is intended to alert the user to the presence
of important operating and maintenance instructions in the literature accompanying the appliance.
• Correct Disposal of this product. This marking indicates that this product should not be disposed
with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm to the environment or
human health from uncontrolled
waste disposal, recycle it responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources. To
return your used device, please use the return and collection systems or contact the retailer where
the product was purchased. They can take his product for environmental safe recycling.
• No naked flame sources, such as lighted candles, should be placed on the apparatus.
• Do not use this product near water or moisture.
• Clean only with a dry cloth.
• Unplug this product from the wall outlet before cleaning.
• Place the unit on a solid surface.
• Do not put it in a closed bookcase or a cabinet that may keep air from flowing through its
ventilation openings.
• Do not install near any heat sources, such as radiators, heat registers, stoves or other appliances
that produce heat.
• Protect the power cord from being walked on or pinched, particularly at plugs and the point
where they exit from the product.
• Servicing is required when the product has been damaged. Do not attempt to service this product
yourself. Opening or removing covers may expose you to dangerous voltages or other hazards.
Please contact the manufacturer to be referred to an authorized service center near you.
• To prevent risk of fire or electric shock, avoid over loading wall outlets, extension cords, or
integral convenience receptacles.
• Do not let objects or liquids enter the product.
• Use proper power sources. Plug the product into a proper power source, as described in the
operating instructions or as marked on the product.
• In the rare event you experience an error, unplug the power cord for 60 seconds and then plug
it back in firmly.
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1. On / Off / Volume dial
Rotate the dial clockwise to switch on GENEVA TIME.
Rotate clockwise to increase volume
Rotate anti-clockwise to decrease volume and to switch OFF
2. Speaker LED
in Bluetooth mode (See “Bluetooth”chapter for more informations):
- blinking blue: GENEVA TIME is in pairing mode
- fix blue: GENEVA TIME is paired to a device
in Line-IN / AUX mode
- LED is red
NOTE: after 5 minutes non-playing, GENEVA TIME turns automatically off. To
turn it on please rotate anticlockwise until you hear the click sound, then rotate
clockwise again to switch it on
3. Alarm ON LED. Set alarm time by rotating the dial “SET ALARM” on the back
of the product.
If the LED is RED, Alarm is ON
4. Alarm ON/OFF button
If the button is pressed, alarm is ON (LED is ON)
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1. Battery slot for clock. Use AA 1.5V battery only
2. Set clock dial. Remove the rubber cover and rotate the dial to adjust time.
Once the clock is set, re install the rubber cover on top of the dial.
3. Line In connector
4. USB charge connector. Max output is 5V - 1A
5. Set alarm dial
6. AC-DC adapter connector

Getting started
GENEVA TIME is an analogue alarm clock and a Bluetooth speaker.
With Line-IN/AUX capabilities and wired and wireless charging.
IMPORTANT NOTES:
1. The alarm clock has its own ringtone. Bluetooth and Line-IN/AUX inputs
cannot be used as alarm clock signal.
2. The alarm clock works with 1 AA battery. Please check the battery annualy.
3. The speaker works only with AC Adapter connected
4. Wireless and wired charging work only with AC Adapter connected
5. Wireless charging works only on compliant wireless chargable devices
6. Wireless charging speed can be reduced by smartphone covers: the longer
the distance between the charging cells of GENEVA TIME and the smartphone,
the lower is the speed of the charging.

Bluetooth

Prior to pairing, verify your device supports Bluetooth 2.1+EDR A2DP and
your device is not connected to any other Bluetooth product. Devices may pair
differently. Below is a general guide.
1. Turn on GENEVA TIME. This will power on the Bluetooth.
Turn the volume up about ¼ to start. Also turn up the volume on the source
device (the device you are streaming from).
2. Turn on the Bluetooth on your device (e.g. smartphone, tablet)
3. Select “GENEVA TIME” when it appears on your device’s screen to initiate
searching.
Some devices may prompt you for a PIN. If so, enter “0000”. “GENEVA TIME”
will change from “Not Paired” to “Connected”.
4. You can begin playing your music wirelessly. Adjust the volume level on your
device. You should not have to pair your device again.
IMPORTANT NOTE: If no music is played, GENEVA TIME turns off after
approx.5 minutes.

Line-In / AUX

When you connect a source using the 3.5 mm Line-in (AUX) connector on
the back of GENEVA TIME, LED will turn RED. Adjust the volume on your
device and on GENEVA TIME accordingly, in order to have the best listening
experience
Technical Information
Model: J002 - Geneva Time
Type: Analog alarm clock with Bluetooth speaker
Power Supply: 9V/3A
Dimension (mm): 195W x 95H x 138D
Weight: 0.75 KG
Specifications are subject to change without notice
Product disposal instructions (weee directive)

The symbol shown here and on the product means that it is classed as Electrical or Electronic Equipment and should not be disposed with other household or commercial waste
at the end of its working life. The Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE)
Directive (2002/96/EC) has been put in place to recycle products using best available
recovery and recycling techniques to minimise the impact on the environment, treat any
hazardous substances and avoid the increasing landfill. For more information please
contact your local authority or the retailer where the product was purchased.

www.genevalab.com

